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CHAPTb'R I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLElJ

One of the chief problems which/aces every religious order is the re-

cruitment of new candidates to fill and expand its ranks and thus enable it,
among other things, to carryon tke work which it has elected to perform.
Literally thousands of persons apply for admission to the religious life each
yetW, and it is the task of religiOUS superiors to decide which of them shall
be given the opfJOrtunity to pursue their vocational choice and which Of them
shall be refused admission to the religiOUS life because they are found wanting.
It may hafJpen, for example, that a candidate may change his mind between the time that he has made application and the scheduled date oj his entrance into the nOVitiate, the initial training house of religious candidates. He
may, on the other hand, be barred because of a canonical impediment (e. g. J
illegitimacy in some religiOUS orders); he may be lacking in supernatural
motivation; he may not have the necessary physical stamina for living the
type of religiOUS life characteristic of a given cOfJg1'egation; he may not be
sufficiently intelligent; or he may be needed at home to care for his aged
parents. All of these difficulties and many more are each a sufficient reason
for eliminating a person as a possible candidate in a religious congregation.

'But when all these difficulties have been overcome, a candidate must still
1

2

be judged in the light of his personal qualifications. These personal qualifications may be exfWessed in different terms such as maturity, stability, adjustment, or control; but there is at least general agreement on the part of religious su.periors that a candidate must have a basic personality integration or,
put negatively, that certain psychological factors in a personality render him

unsuitable as a candidate for the religious life.
ReligiOUS superiors do not want to admit a candidate who does not show

promise for the religious life nor to accept a doubtful candidate because the
religious Ufe might benefit him more than would the life oj a secular. They
do not look favorably upon the principle that a doubtful cmulidate should be

given the benefit of the doubt. The religious community has rights just as well
as has the candidate; and it seems a more fundamental working principle that

the common good of the YeligiOUB community should prevail over the good of flt,

individual, and particulaYly when the latter is not as yet a membey of the com·
munity. The doubtful candidate is liable to prove a pYoblem from the very day
of Iris entrance into the novitiate and will require a disproportionately large
amount of the novice mastey's time, to the detriment of the other novices who
would pyofit more from his counsel and direction.

The primary objective of a

novitiate is not to test the suitability of a candidate, much less a doubtful candidate, but rather to train novices in the following of Christ through the practice
of the evangelical counsels in the manner that is characteristic of a given religious ordeyas outlined in its Rules and Constitutions. A novice master has the
right to assume that a candidate upon admission is suitable material with whicl4

3

to work. It is true that life in the novitiate tests an aspirant's suitability, but
this testing is only a corrollary flouJing from the training given in the novitiate.
If a candidate proves to be a psychological problem jor the novice master, such

a problem impairs the essential junction of the novitiate which is the training

0/ a candidate in the practice of the religious life •
.Furthermore, psychologically unstable individuals are difficult to live
with, and it seems t . .'l/air that such persons should be permitted to enter and

to disrupt the peace and harmony of the community life of the novitiate. Then
!finally there is always the distinct possibility that the demands of the religious
life will only increase the psychological difficulties of an unstable personality
to the point where the individual will have to leave the religious life or will
have to be removed from the community and institutionalized. Any of these
possibilities involves an unnecessary expenditure of time, effort, and money
on the part of the religiOUS congregation and so, if it is POSSible, they should
be avoided at the time the undesirable candidate makes application for admittance.
Jf'rom the point of view of the candidate himself, it is also desirable that
he discover

whet~r

he is suited to the religio-us life rather than have him en

ter for a time and then find that he does not belong there. It is easier for him
to accet;t this viewpoint on natural and supernatural grounds at the time he

makes application when he does not as yet have a position to protect. To leave
religion, even shortly after admission, involves a loss of self-esteem, a fear
of criticism on the part of others, the thought of jailing one's friends and one's

4

family, tmll mcmy other personal cO'llsicieratio;lS. It is readily ad'mitted that
it takes mare courage to leave religicrn, once one finds that he is un81,'ited to
it, than it does to enter; but u'.f,,at may not be so apparent is that soon after ad-

mission a candidate may begin to mobiliz.e his defenses against rejection

0'1"

defection and that these defenses are often so subtle llIat the candidate himset
may be quite

una~are

of them.

In June, 1938, Pope Pius Xl, while discussing the acceptance of candidates to the religious life, made the following pertinsnt recommendations:
Be severe. These majt be hard u}ords, but they are prompted by
love, ..• We are not alluding merely to severtty of discipline
in general, but first and foremost to the severity which ought to
be shown in accepting candidates . . . .

It is not an exaggeration to say that whenever people unite
to form a I/YOUp. even in small numbers, deterioration occurs.
We learn this from experience. This does not mean that areligi()'US family ought there/ore to reduce the number 0/ tts members; on the contrary, thll tendency should always be to increase.
But U should see that its members are carefully chosen, like
picked soldiers. This is a difficult task, but essential. When a
number of men join together in some enterprise, their good
qualities, and particularly the highest ones, do not become common property; each man keeps his own. Their weakness and
bad qualitieS, on tile other htmtl, add up and merge together. 1
,t is precisely with these good and bad qualities in candidates to the religious
life of which Bis Holiness spoke that tM present study is concerned. Despite
the ef/tWt. of religiOUS superiors, vocational directors, and others to judge
the adequacy of an aspirant's personality and orientation for living the life of

Ipope Pius Xl, "Accepting Vocations, " The PoPe Speaks, 11 (November,
1956). 32.

a religious, there remains the fact that their efforts at screening candidates
have not been notably successful and that many men and wonten who aYe accepted into the novitiate each year do not persevere or, if they do, they become a burden to the religious community. Exact statistics on perseverance
of first admissions to the religious life are difficult to obtain, but it may be
conservatively estimated that a novice master would consider a defection of
forty per cent of a group of high school graduates during the first eighteen
months of the novitiate as not unusual. Certainly the perseverance of candidates who enter during their high school years shows a much greater mortality rate as measured by their perseverance to the time of taking first vows
Thus it can be readily seen that it would be to the advantage of both the religtous congregation and their prospective members if psychological testing
could be employed in such a way as to eliminate those aspirants who are del!initely not suitable and if such psychological testing could be employed as an
aid in the religiOUS formation of those who are accepted.
Regarding this point, Father A. Ple~ O. P., remarks:
If the psychologist can give us warni1llf at the outset, it would
surely be a sin not to ask his services. The sacred character of grace, especially the grace of vocation, as well as respe ct for the human person make it a serious obligation for
us to use every possible means to avoid mistakes about vocation. 2
Certainly this is not to say that psychological testing of candidates to the

~

2A. PIe: O. P., "Unconscious Attraction to the Religious Life"f ReligiLife: 11 Vocations, (Westminster, Maryland), 1952, p. 110.

o
religious life is something new. For centuries religious superiors have been
interviewing, questioning, and evaluating the personality assets of those who
seek admission; and it is true that these methods still have their value today
and should not be disregarded.

However, in view of the recommendations of

such men as Pope Pius XI and Father Ple; it is desirable to use careful psychological testing which should avoid the unscientific, highly intuitive, and
lirequently haphazard experimentation that has characterized such screening
up to the present time.
It is with the scientific and objective psychological screening of candidates to the religious life and moye specifically to the religioUS Brotherhood
that the present study is concerned. It attempts to investigate the candidate's

promise fOY the religiOUS Brotherhood through the employment of a relatively
new projective personality test analysis, the Sequential Analysis of the TAT.
The theory urulerlying the interpretation of this test hypotheSizes that the test
can get at what the individual wants to do in dealing with his goals and the
means he has at his disposal for attaining them. If this is so, the test will
give a hint as to the individual's personality orientation and will reveal his
emotional evaluations as he experiences them in his day to day activity. In
this way we hope that the test will provide a valuable clue to the candidate's
personality by showing his practical principles of action and thus his practical
philosophy of life.
Such information regarding the candidate would be of inestimable value
in evaluating his potential for living the religious life. It is of little genuine

7
import that a superior

lmoUJ~

the ideals to l{)hich a candidate gives lip service 01'

to which he ascribes in theory. What a superior wants to ktww is how a given
individual will freely respond to a series of rational objectives as he encounters them in his daily experience- whether he dltll take positive, corlStructive action on his own,

lor example, to work out his problems realistically

with the supernatural and natural means at his disposal or whether he will

consistently depe'lld upon others to solve his difficulties fM him or, worse
still. will simply give up in tlul face of frustrating obstacles to his practical
goals. It is preCisely this kind of information which the Sequential Analysis

of the TAT shmdd provide. This investigation is a pilot study designed to validate such a hypothesis in terms of the extremes in a sample olseventy-five
candidates to the Brotherhood and thus find a way to predict the success of
such candidates to the Brotherhood.

CHAPTER 11
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In terms of both the subject matler bei",. studied in this investigation

and the tec1mique being employed in it, not a veat deal of perU.", material

Very IUtIB has been reported on the emfJloyment oj

has as yet been published.

objective psychological seYeening devices for selecting ca1ldtdates to the ,.eUglous life, to tke fJriestlJood, or, more specifically i .. ter",. of the prese'"
ilWestigation, to the reUgious Brotherhood.
Although the TAT test raMs second Oflly to the Rewschllc" in tile number of studies thllt hIlve been refJorted on it. one loo"s in vai.. tlwougllout
mewe than a tlunuand TAT studies few

an allusion to the

dlltes few eithe,. the religious life or the (Jriesthood.

screent. of ctlfltliWlurn OJW turns from

tIN subject matte,. 01 thts study to Ihs psychological 'nter(JretifJe procedrwe

being emfJloyed in U, the Sef/IMJ",ial Analysis of tile TAT, one is faced with
a .imiltw dtu,wth of ma"rial.
to the comfJaYatifJe
Slftce, on the
trwe

0#

UII1f'ISSS

0ftfJ

This latter lact ca. of course, be attrilnded

of the technique.

htmtl, it would be impossible to review all oj the '"era-

thtJ TAT. cmd since,

0#

the oIINr Iumd, there Iulve IHlen

flO

studies

report8d on tlul ue of the specific Sequefllial AMlysis of tile TAT for seYee" ..

u.,. candidates

to tile religiOUB life. the prese'" survey covers t/wee related

8

9

areas: (a) studills on male candidates to tlas rellgtous ll/e

flfItI

on ctmtlUlaus to

tbe priestluJod, (6) studies employitlg tlte TAT in twtldiettng various voctlliDltB,
mtd (c) stvdills employi", t . Stlquefllial Analysts 0/ the TAT.

Studills!!.!] Male Ctmdldates to the RelWiotU! Lite fJ1Id the Prillstlaood
Perhaps the most clearly related study to the (Wesent investigation i$
that completed b)' Brother Robert Godfrey, S. M., In tile education department

0/ Marquette

University, Milwaukee,

tlul MMPI wUh Candidates

for

m 1955,

called"A Predictive Study 01

the Religious Brotherhood." Brother Godfrey

usted tldrly candidates study;. in the tIOfJittate of the BrotlNrs of Mary in
tIN Midwest and atteml'ted to predict tlNtr perseverance over a pertod
two years through an antIly.is

0/ lIN MMPI profiles. I"

0/

a /)ersORQI communi ...

catiOR willa Ills prestlNt iflfJeslf,gator, Ite stated that he 10UItd "no correlation between scores

Oft

lhe MMPI an.d l'ersllveraRC6

0/ the Brothsrs

tfl lhe novUiate or

lIN first ,ear of tlul rel~ II/e. "
At tile presettl lime tMre ewe two .tudies bei", made

OR

candidattlS tlfId

pro/tlsstld religious in t1uf Brotllerhood. but unjortrmately resuU. be not as
yet been Published

OR

eUller 0/ them.

0 . IflVestigaliOR is being carrilld

OR

IfI 'Iu District 01 Montreal 01 tile Clwisticm Brothers, Montreal, Ctmtlda, lor all

evaluatiOfl 01 fIOfJices by metmS 01 the Rorscuch test.

The other study Is be-

tR6 ~ in Rome by tlul ChristiafJ Brot_rs ifl an attempt to deter"dftS "",
suttaba"y of ctllfdUltltes to tile order througla a study 01 various personalUy
types.

10
Le Roy Wauk dtd a doctoral dissertation at Loyola University, Chicago,
in 1956, called, "An Investigation into the Use of Psychological Tests as an
4id in the Selection of Candidates for the Diocesan Priesthood. " He employed
~everal

psychological tests in his study of seminarians. Among the tests wer,

the MMPI, the Grtn4 Rorschach, the Kuder Preference Test, the Allport-Ver-

non Scale of ValllSs, and the Ohio State Psychological Examination. As a cri ..
~erion

he used a Faculty R.ating Scale devised by Thomas J. McCarthy at tke

Catholic University of A merica. He did not find much correlation between
the battery of tests and the Faculty R.ating Scale

nor for any individual test

and the ratings of seminarians by their professors. 1 The multiple coefficient of correlation between the battery

0/ tests

and the Faculty Rating Scale as

the criterion is . 38 wUh a standard error of estimate of 4. 26. Of tlte htdividual
tests, the Group Rorschach had the highest correlation, .24, with the Faculty
~ating Scale.

The Ohio Psychological Examination correlated. 00 with the

!Faculty Ratblg Scale, and the MMPI scores correlated. 01 with the Faculty
rRating Scale.
In 1942 at tlls Catholic University Of America, Thomas J. McCarthy did
a study of personality traits of seminarians. I" describing tM results of his
ifltJestigation, McCarthy states Iltat he fozmd,
••• a "f" factor t.mtl8rlying the ten faculty-rated tests (which)

1Le Roy Wauk, "An Investigation into tile Use of Psychological Tests as
an Aid in ,Ite Selectiora 01 Candidates for tlul Diocesan Priesthood," llfIIIublishe~
Doctoral Dissertation (Loyola UmversUy, Chicago, 1951), p. 40.
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mIlY be termed a factor for ge1leral fitness for continuance in
seminary life. This seems reasonable in view of the fact tllat
a seminarian sCorlfl6l'OOYly on this scale would bardly be allOI,ued to remain in the serrtinary.2
McCarthy used four tests in his investigation: the Bernreuter Personality In
ventory, the Bell Adjustment Inventory, the Allport-Vernon Scale of Values,
the Otis Intelligence Test (for the minor seminarians in his sample),

and

the American Council Psyclwlogical Examination (for the major seminarians

in his sample).

McCarlhy found that in the employment Of the Bernreuter

PersofUllity Inventory t/wee measures showed a sUght correlation with the
faculty ratings of candUlates who showed promise for the priesthood. These
tltree measures were neurotic tendency, introversion, and self-confidence.
With the Bell Adjustment Inventory, he found a common factor which would
ISeem, he says, to underlie tlul measures of home, Malth, social, emotional,
~ total adjustment.

This/actor he identified as the schizotd/actor, that is,

!a tende1lC1 on the part 0/ promising seminarians to witladrawal as compared to
~

average sample of young men 0/ comparable age. This factor, although dif-

'ferentialing promisi"l1 seminaritms as compared to tlul average group, did
,,01 produce ave" Idgh correlation. McCarthy rightly points out tltal this so

'Palled scltizoid factor is retated to tlls social interests of seminarians, tho'
~s,

that seminarians will obviously show less interest in sociaUzing with

'he oppoflite sex,

in dancing, etc., when compared with young men who have

2TIumuzs J. McCtwtlly, PersontJlit1. Traits!!l. Seminaricms, (Catholic
Univer.ity of America, Wallington, D. C.), 1942, p. 33.

l2

not tlul celibate life in view.
McCarthy found tllat the Allport-Vernon Scale of VlIlues did not in genral produce any significant correlations with tke faculty ratings. However, tU
tght be expected, lite subtest

011

religious interests correlated. 31 wUh pr

ise among tke mifI(W seminarians. There was

flO

significant correlatiON wUII a

ubtesl on the Allport-Vernon Scale 0/ Values and p"omise for the pri8sthood
m0ft6 the major seminarians. McCarthy attributed this difference in tills re-

ard between minor seminariaKs and major semincwians to tlul/act that by tlul
tme a man has .ntered the major seminar, his ,nterests

,n the otlls" ji4lds

easured by the Allport-Vernon Scale wtllltave become sufficiently developed
o that tllsy balance out tits predomintml tnterest ift religious values/ound i"
inor seminarians.

McCarthy found that intelligence tests scores show a .40 correlation
itk promise among minor seminarians, but 118 found

flO

correlation between

ntelligeftce scores and promise for the prUlsthood amOJl8 major semmariau.

t would seem tltat McCarthy correctly attributed this fact to the difficedty that
;nor seminarians experience with their studies dun. the four ,ears that pr

ede tbsir entrance into tke major seminary.
IhwifIg these four years, it would seem that intelltgence o/J8rates as a

elective factor, for usu;;rll, only those students who are able to master lhe
ifftcult academic program of the minor seminary are able 10 persevere. By

he time tul candidates 1I.av. passed tlw0U6h the

ome major seminarians, 1M

mmor seminary tmd have be-

13

its work

Q$

a dtscrtmtntdttfll factor and so,

. • . it does not operate silflJificantly any longer in determining
promise for the priesthood. To enter and remain in a major
seminary a certain amount of intelligence must have been attained. Taking this level for granted, the determination of a
man'. promise for the priesthood then involves definite character tratts and dispositions. 3

In 1947 at the Catholic University of America in his, "Personality Traits
of Successful MintW Seminarians. ff Henry R. Burke described an unsuccess-

lful attempt to establish a battery of thirteen tests for the purpose of predicting
success in the minor semtntWy. BUYke employed a number of different types
of psychological tests including intelligence tests, personality tests, interest
inventories, adjustment inventories, and values studies. 4 In view of the present study, it is oj interest to note that he did not employ the TAT. The only
significant finding which Burke attained was tlud the mean IQ of minor seminarians rises from 111. 8 (SD: 14. 5) for students entering the freshman class

of the minor seminary to a mean IQ of 117 (SD: 12.0) forjourth year students
in the minor. seminary.

From these statistics Burke implies t1UJt an intelligence test could be
employed to screen less promising ctmdidates during their freshman year,
and efJen before their

actual entrcmce into the minor seminary. and thus t1l€

adminiatration could avoid the fMdes;rable loss of time affll manpower expendetl

3lbid. 35.
4Se",.y R. Bur1le, S.S., PersonalU, TraUs qf SUCC6Ssf!l Miltor Seminarimg (Catholic lhdfJ6rsily of America, Washington, D. C.), 1947, p. 1.
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upon students who eventually defect in the mi'l101' seminary.

He points out,

however; that it is difficult to set a minimum IQ that is useful,
. • . probably largely because the different academic standards
and poliCies of the four participating institutions allow some dull
students to remain even into third year high school. 5
Actually, however, there seems to be another reasonfor considering this particular screeNing device undesirable. In view of tlte large standard deviation
in both measurements of intelligence in llu1 freshman year and tlu1 senior year,
it would seem that one could not eliminate very many seminarians on the basis
of intelligence scores without risking the dismissal of several potentially successful candidxtes for the priestlwod. It is very probable that more than intellectual capacity is being measured by tlu1IQ of freshmen in tlu1 minor 8eminary and that such factors as academic achievement, reading ability, and
,eneral motivation in some of tlut grammar SCMol grades also playa part in
tlte intelligence scores of tlutse students.
In a study begun in 1948 and still in progress, William C.Bier employed
the MMPI to discover to what extent personality measures as standardized on

llut general population/or the MMPI can be used on seminarians. He has devised a modified version of tke MMPI which eliminates "MMPI items which
presumtlbly did not apply to seminarians in their way of lije.,,6 He reports that

51Oid., p. 35.

6William C. Bier, S. J., ~Comparative. Study !!f a Seminary Group and
~our Other Groups ~ tke Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, (The
Catholic University o"]"AmericQ. Was hi,,.,,.:,,,.. D. C. J. 1948.~. 92.

15
the semi1lfWitms' scores on the whole show a tendency to rise about a half a

standard deviation on most MMPI scales and that semitItWians, considered as
a sampling of colle,e students, are tIthe most deviant of an already deviant

grO'll.'P.'"

TAts deviation in semitItWUms' scores is, of course, understand-

able when one couiders the manner in which lluJ MMPI was constructed and
validated. Su.ce t1l8 sample used for the MMPI was taken from among the
visitors to patients in the University of MiflllUJsota Hospital, the sample ccm
~Isted

lWedominantly o/urban and rural laborers. It is to be expected, there-

fore. Illal there s1sould be a deviation between responses of such a

group and

the res/Jonses of a At,hly selective group such as that composed 0/ seminori-

ana.
Bier has not reported any attempt to lWedict iJerseverance with his
modified test nor has he correlated his results with an objective criterion,
suell

tl$

~resent

the Faculty Rating Scals employed by Burke and McCart",. At the
time Bier's work is concerned with the fWoblsm of the difference be-

tween MMPI scores of seminarians as compared to tlwse of the normal

pop.

~0tJ and, as such, does not have any immediate bearing upon the pre-

!lent investigation.
~tudies

Eml"oli!( the TAT ~ Various Vocations

Among all the reports published on the TAT, there is only one clearly

1lbtd., 91
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predict tve study u.st. it for the prediction of success in a specific vocation
or occut>at£on. This study is the very elaborate research project devised by

E. Lowell Kelly and ])(maid W. Fiske at the University of Michigan and reported by them in 1951. Tite TAT, along with nine other personalUy tests, was
administered to seventy-five U'II4ergraduate students over a period Of five year.
ltor IhtJ purpose of predicting success tn clinical psychology.
The Thematic Apperceptfml Test and the Sentence Completion
Test were admi.sterea as group measawes. Various members
of lhe stof~ analyzed them. No staff member analyzed more than
one projective test for may one subject. In addt.tfml to the qualitative interpretation, tile projective analyst made ratings on the
basis of each "'1"ojecliv" protocol plus a few items of basic identifying data, e. g., age, education, religion, etc. Thus the four
complete sets of ratings UJere available, each based solely on
one of the four projective techniques.
For half the students in each class, the person who had
interpreted the Rorsc_ch Test subsequently studilld all four projective tests and interpretations for the purpose 0/ integrating
their several findings. This "Projective Integrator" wrote Nt>
the synthesis and made another set of ratings. 8
!Kelly and Fish reported that tlteir metluJds of TAT analysis did not prove to

IN successful
~td_d
frtnn

in predicting academic success among the students for Iltey ob ..

a correlatton of only .08 wUh academic performance cmd the ratings

the TAT. Their klglulst correlation for any single year UJas .24 with

file TAT tmd the evaluation of diagnostic competence. 9

The difficulty in evaluating this study is that there is no clear description

BE. Lowell Kelly and Donald W. Fiske, The Prfldiction 91 performance
~ Clinical Psychololl (University of Michigan, Ann ArbOY), 1951, p. 47.
9J.!!l!!:,. 169.
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of the method or methods of TAT tmalysis employed by the psychologists; we
are simply told that, ''In our assessment programs, individual staff members
were urged to use such personality theory or theortes as they found most acceptable and were permitted to formulate the dynamics of thetr cases in any
manner they wished. 10 It is there/ore difficult to accept without reservation

the conclusion of Kelly and Fiske, that proJective techniques do not allow prediction of performance to any significant degree. 11 This conclusion holds good
only for the methods of TAT interpretation employed in their study, a series oj
methods wldch are evidently intuitive and which probably differed to a considerable extent in the case of each individual psychologist.
Studies EmPIo)!i!8 the ~e~ntial Analys~

!!l the

TAT

The Sequential Analysis of the TAT to beemployed in this study is a

yevision of a teclmique by Magda B. Arnold and described by her in The Journal f}j Abnormal and Social PS1choiogy in 1949. 12 This same technique is also

discussed by her in the third chapter of Edwin S. Slmeidman's book, Thematic
Test Analysis. 13 Since the publication of these two articks. Arnold has considerably revised her method and has placed the burden of emphas is upon the

lOlbid., 3.
11Ib id., 169.
12Magda B. Arnold, "A Demonstration Analysis of the Thematic AppeyTest in a Clinical Setting, If Journal gj flbnormal and Social Psycholo81
fXLIV (Januar}', 1949), 97-111.

~ePtion

13Edwin S. Shneidman et ~ ThematiC 1:!!!Analysis (New York, 1951).

.1.8

seq:leftce of underlying imports to be found in.the stories. A detailed account

of the rationale aluJ procedure employed iri this method 0/ analysis can be found
In chapters 111 aw IV of Leo ldcCandlish's doctoral dissertation, done at Loyola University, Cldcago, in 1958. 14 This type oj analysis provides at: insight
into the 'motivational pattern oj the testee. As I'ricCcmdlish has remarked,
••• by putting down in order the significant meaning of the stories

we willluwe a reflection of the operation of man's "creative intuition. " This gives us a true picture of his motivation and prinCiples,
his major problems tmd their solutions, and ultimately his bastc
Philosophy of l(fe.
.
Our final premise then is simply tkat since the intrinsic function of man's r'creative intuition" is to help him plan his activities,
a1lfllysis Of tke products oj his creative intuition should lead to a
knowledge of his attitudes towards l(fe and its problems. 15
In The Human Person Louis Snider describes in the chapter, "Personality Differences Between High and Low Academic Achievers: a Rorschach and
Thematic Apperception Test Study,

11

how he successfully distinguished between

low and high academic achievers through the use of Arnold's earlier version
of the sequential analysis technique. 16 The difference in motivattonal patterns

Ifmmd in the Sequential Analysis of the TAT material distinguishes

tke two

!Kroups beyond the five per cent level of confidence as a criterion of significance.
Unlike the present study, Snider's investigation did not attempt to work out

an objective scoring system based upon an empiric study of stories which
14Leo McCandlish, "An Investigation of a New Method 0/ TAT Analysis, t
Unpublished doctoral dissertation (Loyola University, Chicago, 1958).
15lbid., 16.
16Magda B. Arnold and John A. Gasson, S. J., The Human Person, (New
York, 1954).
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are characteristic of dtfferent types oj personalities as revealed in the TAT.
Using the same data as that of Snider's study, Leo }.t[cCandlish, in his
doctoral dissertation cited above, reported the development 0/ an objective
scoring system that definitely indicated differences between the Iti.gh and the
lou achievers.

Using an analysis of variance, he got an F= 40. 38, which is

significant at th8 .01 level of confidence. 1? Furthermore, he was able to
predict blindly thirty -nine of tke forty cases of high and low achievers on the
basis of a scoring system derived from the TAT Sequentlal Analysis widell

,o"e 0 Chi Square
~0tId

01 36. 11, significant at the • 01 level of cOnfidence and be-

It.

A related study was done by Sistey lvlary Jnnocentia BurlHwd in her doc~oral

diBsertatian at Loyola University, Chicago, in 1958. 8M reports a very

~uccesslul system

of scoring and prediction in disti1flPlishing tM extremes

tin a trYoupol excellent and poor teachers. Whe,.
~est was

the TAT analysis

of each

scored according to a stantltwd that had been empirically set up and

~alidtlted,

it was possible to discriminate perfectly between the high and the lot4

gYoups of teachers. Differences between the two groups were found by the
Sip Test to be significant far beyond the • 01 level

of confidence. 18 Scorer

17McCandiish, p. 58.
18Sister Mary l'lWlOcentia Burkard, SSND, "Characteristic Differences
ipetermined by TAT Sequential Antilysis, Between Teachers Rated by Their
!pupils at the Extremes in TeaChing Efficiency," Unfntblished doctoral disser"aliON (Loyola UniversUy. Chicago, 1958), p. 63.
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reliability on the TAT was also shown to be eXtremely high with the lowest reliability being 94. 3%. 19

F. B. Petrauskas employed the Sequential Analysis of the TAT to score
thirty matched pairs of men in the Untted States Navy. The pairs each consisted of a man who possessed a delinquent history before enlistment and who was

at the time of testing confined in the naval brig for repeated aggressive activity and of a man who had never been involved in official delinquency before enlistment and who was never subjected to disciplinary action while in servic~O
Tile stories were scored on the basis of an objective scoring criterion developed for the two groups, and each story was scored as positive constructive
CJr

nagative nonconstructive and placed in one of five attitude categories. TM

[hYI1othesis whicl, stated that the individuals who were considered offenders by
~he

Navy would give more negative and less Positive attitudes in their stories

~han

the non-Offenders was confirmed at the • 00003 level 0/ ctmfidence. 21
Perhaps at thts point in concluding tke survey of the literature 'relative

~o tke
~t

present study, it would be well to summarize the findings. In general

may be said that very little has been accomplished in tke way of screening

'candidates for the religious life or of seminarians aspiring to the priesthood.

19Ibid., 64

20F. B. Petrauskas, "A TAT and Pictu'Ye-Frustratton Study of Naval
Offenders and l!ltm-Offenders," Unpublished doctoral Dissertation (Loyola
University, Chicago, 1958), p. 20.
21Ibid., 36.

TII,us far, none of the studies has shown that psychological tests of various
kinds can be successfully employed fOY this purpose; lOY, as yet, nothing has
been done with the TAT along this line.

The Sequential Analysis of the TAT

as devised by Arnold has proven quite successful in discrinJi,aating between
high and low academic achievers, between efficient and ttJefficient teachers,

and between men who have had delinquent recoyds and those whose naval vecords show no histoyy of delinquency during OY befoye their yeaYs of service
in the Navy.

Furthermore,it has been shown that it is possible to establish

an objective sCOYing criterion based upon an empiric study of TAT stories of
subjects rated at the extremes in the samples of which tlley are a part.

Con-

sequently, it may be said tlaat the Sequential Analysis of the TAT shows {Womise as a technique for discriminating among various subjects as to their
promise for various vocations. In view of this fact, it is being employed
in this ludy to discrifll,inate among candidates lor the religiOUS life accOYding
to the promise which they seem to show for it.

CHAPTER III '
DESIGN OF TIlE RESEARCH
The Sample
The sample oj the population employed in this investigation consists of
seventy-five subjects who were at the time Of testtng etther Junior Novices i
the Preparatory Novitiate or Sentor Novices in the Senior Novitiate of the Chris
tian Brothers in California. The Christian Brothers are a lay order

0/ male

re

ligious devoted exclusively to the profession oj teaching. A Junior Novice is a
high school student u;ho has expressed his intention of becoming a Christio
Brother and is pursuing the specialized training progrant conducted for that
vocation in the Preparatory Novitiate. Since he has not as yet finished high
school, much of his day is occupied with high school courses; while the remainder of it is devoted to a C01tlmunity life of spiritual exercises, manual lab
recreation, private study. etc. Since a boy may enter the Novitiate Preparatory during any of the four years of high school, the length of his stay there
depends upon how long it takes him to earn his high school diploma.
A Senior Novice is a boy who 1uzs already completed high school either
in the Novitiate Preparatory (in which case he spends fifteen months in the
Senior Novitiate) or in any regular high Be/lool (in which case he spends eighteen months in the Senior Novitiate) and has expressed a desire to become a
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Christian Brother. The traintl1g in the Senior Novitiate is more intensive than
that in the Novitiate Preparator'y. It does 'fwt include any secular courses, and

it places much stress UPOt, the priJ'J.ciples and practices of tlte spiritual life in

general and of the religioZls life in particular. Upon his admission to training.
any boy who has completed his I,igh school educatioo must pursue the course of
training in the Senior Novitiate before doing any other kind of work or study in
tile Order regardless of how much education he may have already acquired be-

yond the high school level. No amount of higher education, therefore t shortens

a candidate's training in the Senior Novitiate.
Both the members of the Novitiate Preparatory and those in the Senior
Novitiate are free to leave either oj these houses of formation and return home
at any time that they

ma:v decide

to do so. On the other hand, either superior

of these houses of formation may dismiss a candidate should he decide that the
candidate is not a suitable prospect for tke Brotherhood.

~ihen

a candidate has

completed his training in the Senior Novitiate. he is required to take one year

of VQUlS in tke religious life,' mad it is only the'll, as he pursues his higher education, that he must remain in the religiOUS life for a definite pertod of time.
None 0/ the candidates or members of the Order of the Chrtstian Brothers
aspires to the priestlwod.
Since all oj the subjects have Jor the most part followed the traditional
course oj studies !ou,ui in American grammar schools and high schools, they
are all about the same age in each of the various classes. I'll this particular
sample with which thts investigation is involved there is

OM

exception, a
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS
BY AGE AND GRADE

,
Class

I

Number of Subjects

9th Grade

18

loth Grade

22

!
I

Average Age

i
!

I

14

I

15

i
I
I

11th Grade

14

12th Grade

7

Senior Novitiate

,j

i,,
I

i

14

!

I

16
17
18

twenty -one year old Dutch, immigrant who was completing his sophomore year
in the Novitiate Preparatory.

The grade level and the average age of the stu-

dents of this sample are indicated in

T~lble

I.

Administration g[ the TAT
All of the subjects were tested at the same time in a small auditorium.
Previous studies have shown that results from group administration and individual administration of the TAT for this type of analysis are very similar and
so it was decided to administer the test to the entire group rather than to each
individual separately. Since the method of the Sequential Analysis of the TAT
employed in this study uses the import of the story as it is expressed in the
Isequence, it is to the advantage of both the administrator and the interpreter
of the test to have the stories written down by the testee himself. It has been
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ltound that when the testee has to write his own story that lie is more likely to
be concise am to the pOint. ~"'hen a boy tells a story orally, he may ramble
and embellish the plot to such an extent that it can hardly be disentangled and

SO, under such circumstances, it becomes very difficult fOY the inier[:Weter
to determine the import of it. Methods of TAT tnter(Wetatton that use themes
rather than the strwy import may find that these additional embellishments are
valuable, but for the Sequential Analysts of the TAT they are irrelevant and
are tMrefore to be avoided. Hence there is nothing' objectionable in group
administration as long as the necessity for a plot in each story is emphasi%ed.
Before the first picture oj the usual series consisting of twenty TAT
pictures fqy adult males was shown to the subjects on a motion pictrwe screen,
the folio-wing directions were given to them:
This is a test in imagination and personality. 1 am going to
show you twenty pictures. one at a time on the motion picture
screen; and your task will be to make up as dramatic a story as
you can for each of them. Tell what has led up to the event that
is shown in each picture, describe what is happentng at the moment. what the characters are feeling and thinking, and then give
the outcome. You may devote about five minutes to each story.
Do not wrwry about grammar, spelling, or punctuation since this
test is concerned with tlte .trwy that you imagine and not with the
mechanics oj how you tell it. The story need not be long; a story
that is about five to ten sentences long will be jUllt fine.
What we are interested in is dramatic stories. Be sure to
avoid writing just descriptions 0/ thIJ sceM that is shown you on
the screen, and do not give explanations of how things can be done
or how something works. Tell a story with a plot, that is, a story
with characters who are having some kind of experience or are faced
with some kind of a (Woblem. Check each story to make sure that
you tell what has happened to the characters in the past, what they
are dot. now, and how thtngs turn out jor them in the .future. Be
sure that you write a story and not just a piece oj conversation between two or more people. Conversation is all right, but it should
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be included in the story rather than be tM whole story itself. 1/
you Rave any doubts about how tt) t-'lf(Jceed OY whether or not your
story is satisfactory, do 'IIOt hesitate to bring it up to me so that
we can check it together. Number your stories as you go along,
tmd tell them in the order in whick the pictures (We shown. You
need not worry about the results of the test; they will not be shown
to your superiors or .yone else who knows you.
The reason for giving these rather detailed instructions to the subjects
and tnus departing from the usual formula suggested by Murray is that it is
difficult to get young people to write stories that are suitable for interpretation by the method of sequential analysis. 1/ one is looking /OY themes in a
story, he does not have to be so conce'l'''Md with the plot construction; but,
that this particular method

may

be employed, the plot 0/ the stoyy must be

clear to the examiner and it is absolutely essential that the outcome 0/ the
plot be clearly stated. When a subject limits himself to a record 0/ dialog
between characters, it is often extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the
interpreter to follow the trend of the conversation and to determine the outcome Of it. It is for thts reason that great stress was laid upon the necessity
of a clear plot involving a beginning, a middle, and an end.
While the stories were being written, the examiner moved about the

group and answered any questions that arose concerning the stories. He encouraged the subjects to write legibly and to write on only one side of the paper. Silence was observed throughout the testing sUualion, and the subjects
were seated far enough apart so that tkey could not contact one another while
writing their stories. -Between the administration of the tenth and eleventh picture there was a fifteen minute break. Befoye leaving the hall for this brea",

Z'l

tlls sl4bJect. wsre reqll8sted fIOt to discuss t1l8 stories Iltat tluly ha4 flWittsn
"",il tile test was completed. AU06.tINr the testl. session tooll slightly more
llIIm two lunws. TIN Ie",," 01 time '.ol"ed in tM testl,.,. may H altrilnlted to

thelact that all 01 the subjects Iuul to complete a story
ore tile Il"tnq could
~;;,;;.;..;;;.;..;a

,0

Oft

Oft

a gI"e.. pIcture be

to thll .xt pIcture.

!l ~ SIIbJ!cls

After lIN stlvenl,-fivlI subjects 1uMl beBtl tested,

aft

I.

tlftVelo(JB cOfllabd",.

eue"',-liue sliP. 0/ /HIfJer 011 each Of whiciJ Uia writte" a name 0/ one 01
ubj_cls who 1uId bee" tested was

giV6'll

10 llul reli6ious superior of the bo,s.

r"ts .uperior IuId bee. i. close contact with eacla of IIw subjecls Of llu '""es ..
igation tmd

ilia

1M'" utxm lum.

IMre/ore i. an eminefttly salgfactor, positiOfl to fHlSs J1I4gHe Iuul hoR BacIa boy lor

at least ei,ht months and lIB

had

,.,. some of lkem for more than four ,ears. Eac" 'Weell he Iuld i"'ef'1JUlwed
tlCh 01 lhe sfllljecta so llult tlwy mi6hl laaue .. o/llXWlImU, to disCU8S

'.'1'

ob,.",. .,UII Illm, 6.' tJdflice from AIm re,ardl. 11uI1,. school worll awl

'lui'

octal contacts witA ,he otllw boys, II'IId lear. of IIg evaluation 01 tuir pote,,tal. jWwe CIwi8titat Brat.,.s. It is lite Job of this religious superior 10 de ..

ermi,.. lite /i"..•• 01 eac" Of I . carulidtlles in 1Jts cluw,. and 10 dt.smi8. . ,

0,

from tile house of jormatiOllslunUd Its tid"" llim "",,'"l4bl. lOY ,IN Brollulr·
. Se

~0fI8

flltIS

ItO' aMIl to ",.edict I . IHIrse"wancs of tile subject.

"' tIN ,.s-

IVe ,'nce Ilwr. are DlMr lacttW8 besides ,s,c1aoIo,ical (tI.,. , sic1m.ess,

."'a' (:Ire••are, etc.) wldcA

CM

tllso .'ermi.. lIN ,.,.••"erance 01

II
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candidate. Too, a candidate who clumges his mind about being a Brother while
still in a house of forrnation and wants to enter the seminary might well show
great IWrnnise as rnaterial for the Brotherhood and yet not /lersevere. As a
consequence, instead of being asked to predict perseverance, he was asked to
pass judgment upon the promise of each of the subjects as potenttal Christian
Brothers.
The religious superior was asked to rank the names oj the candidates
on the slips oj paper in rwder oj pyomise according to how he judged them as
candidates, that is, from the most promise to the least promise. No specil!ic definition oj "promise for the Brotherhood" was given him since it was
thought that he could best define the concept for himself and that it is one to
which he lias already given considerable thought. He was encouraged, however, by the present investigator to cunsider in his evaluation of the candidates the extent to which they had definite goals and principles and the extent
to which they, on their own initiative, put these principles into day to day
practice.
Analysis

oJ. TAT Stories

After the religious superior had ranked the candidates, the tests of the
ten highest ranking candidates and the tests of the ten lowest ranking cantIldates were separated /yom the other tests and placed in two separate piles.
Each of these twenty tests were then analyzed by means 0/ the Sequential An
alysis 0/ the TAT so as to derive the import of each story in terrns of the
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sequence of tire stories. Tlu.t8 tile investigator had at his disposal, after his
analyses were cornp16ted. two hundred import statements derived fron'" tile
stories of high ranking candidates and two hundred import stateluents derived

Vrom the stories of low ratlkirtg candidates. lie then proceeded ta study

6'YIi-

pirically these two sets oj imports in order to discover the differences ellat
characterized tile two sets. 11 is the hypothesis of thts investigation that the
kinds of imports found in tJw tests oj the most promising caniJida/('s will differ markedly /1'011'1 the kinds of imports found in th.e tests oj the least promising candidates

Glut

that this dif/ererlCe will be 8uffi(."ie'uU'y g'real so that the

two groups of car.didates can be readily

disti~<YUished.

As was tnenlioned in the Introduction, this irlVestigation is a pilot study
that is being dfll'le in preparation for a more detailed study of a large grout

of candidates to the Brotherhood. 1'1, the proposed study a sample of candidales over tile whole ratzge from "very promising" to "least promising" will

be studied by means of the Sequential Analysis oj tile TA·T. Such a study Of
a complete range

0/ a

method 0/ analysis.

sample will be the first oj its ktnd done with A,."old's

Before one can embark upon such an investigation, it

is necessary that a scoring system that is sharply discriminative be developed.

The plus -minus scoring employed by MCCandlish, Burkard, mul Petrauskas

in their dissertations was quite adequate since they dealt only with the extremes 0/ the population which, was san.pled, but it i.s altogether tnatltJquate
Itor the scoring 0/ subjects in. a sample over the total range. It is jor this
reason that the present pilot study is being conducted so as to validate a
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scoring system that will eventually be adequate to the more comprehensive
investigation to be carried on at a later date.
The Scorig System.
In the present study the investigator used a scoring system that replaced
the plus-minus scoring with ratings from. 4 dou.n to 1. A score of 4 was given

to those imports commonly found in the tests of the most promising candidates
and never, or practically never, found in the tests of the least promising can-

didates. In a similar manner the imports that were found in the least prom
ising

candidates but hardly ever found in the most promising candidates were

given a score oj 1. Scores of 3 and 2 were given to those imports which uere
more common to the mgh ranking and low ranking subjects respectively or
which seemed more closely related to the meanings of the imports rated

4

or 1. Whenever there was doubt as to whether an import should be scored
as high or low or at an intermediate level, the protocols of the subjects were
checked to verify what type of candidate produced SUdl an import. Thus it
can be said that this method of scoring is truly empiric and objective; it does
not depend upon the opinion of the investigator.
Judi;", the Protocols

Once the scoring standard was

establish,.~d

(see Appendix I) the pro-

tocols and stories for each oj the twenty tests were submitted in random order to three judges whose task it was to score them according to the scoring
criterion. All t#Wee of the judges had had some exl>e.rience and training· in
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scorinK llul Sequentilll Antilysis of tlul TAT. but JJOU was familiar witla tile s
cilll Bcoriflg system devised for imports of candidate. to tM Brothnhood. Thus
tlley Iuul to study carefully tllis new scori1lll system before begimdng the

t,.,. of tlul protocols.

SCM'-

That t1l8 reader may familiarize himself wUII the metlJo4

sample scm,., of a iWotocol of a high remlli,., subject tmd a low rtmlli,., subect lias been provided in Appendix II.
Tile reason for havi",. t/wee judges score the lests blindly was twofold:
1) to valillate 1M objectlvB claaracter of tM

SCM'tng

method. and (2) to validate

he hypolluls'. tltat B'IItwp diBcrlmifltlUon between IIigk atld 10. candidates is p

ibis .uh this method of scoring.

Thus bolh 1M relillbiUly tmtl valldity oftlais

(JtW of analysis tmd scortng are tested in this iflfJeBtigatton.
11 Ita already be.,. mentioned that some iJtfJestigators have tkougllt inteZ1geftCe

mt

imllorltl'ltt factor itt scretlfdft/l candidates ffW 1118 religious life, butlt

abo bBensMICIft llud eq.rimefflal ev""ftCe a_s nol supporl IlJis claim to

y e$tent. Burluwd, McCmtdlisk,' and Snldsr f0am4 thai lure was tlul same
fIIfIIe of scores for good and poor ac1aietJers wUIa htgh inUlltgence and with low
nulllgBflCe. SifIC. tke eafWd TAT scores for high and lowacldever. with a

1 '."IgBftC. rating were not Significantly hit/lulr titan tlul scores lor higla or
ow tlCh"VBrS wUh low inteZligeftC. ratings, it was dect4ed tllat in the desi".

if tu present experiment tllal lhe dlfferencBs in ',,""igenee of the subjects in
lie NDfJttUzte should be disregarded. the more so since such differences IuJd. MI

en foamd decisive in tile MMPI studies eit,",r. It would seem tltat motivation
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level of intelligence, at least not within the range of intelUgence investigated
IterB.

After tile scoring of the three judges had been completed, the inter-judge
reliability was determined by calculation of agreement among the tlrree raters
wilh regard to tui,. assigning subjects' protocols to the group that ranks above
the mean or to the group that ranis below the mean

0/ tile total scores of tlte

twenty tests. In addition, the contingency coefficient was to be employed to determine the significance 0/ inte,.-judge ratings. A Chi-Sf/UlWe value 0/3.84 or
more, which is signi!ictl'llt tit least at tlul • 05 level of co'f!idence, was chosen

to reflect em acceptable degree of inter-judge reliability and could therefore be
corulldered as evidence for the validity 0/ the conclusions of tllis investigation.
Slatistically, a null hYl'otlass;s was tested in tlds study also: that liuJ
,.,oups 0/ candidates do not differ significantly and are turefore from the same
~opulation.

Ths Chi -Square test for two independlJ"t samples was decided UPOfl

10 lesl thtJ null hYl'olhesis smee the data of the research consists

0/ frequenc184

in discrete categories. A Chi-Square value of 6. 64 or more, wlltcll

as sigmfi-

cant at the .01 level of confidence, was set as the bas is for the rejection of t_
nullhypotMsts.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF TIlE INVESTIGATION

.Qevelopment gt ~.§corif1,j{ ~stem
Once the rankings of the candidates had been submitted by the religious
superior and the stories 0/ the subjects ranked at the extremes had been analyzed, a cursory examination oj the two sets of data shou;ed that a distinct
pattern was emerging. Although there was some overlapping in the types of
imports produced by the two groups, each group obviously formed its oum
definite cluster.
This distinction between the two groups showed from the outset a rational pattern; IIwt is, despite the fact that the categorization of tbe two
groups was an empiric one, it was evident that tll.€ characteristics of the
two groups followed an arrangement that one might logically suppose would
be found. This point is an important one because it is a vindication oj the
rational character of human beings. At no tinU! was there evideJace for the
necessity of a reductive interpretation of the data. The various imports did
not have to be interpreted in a way that would violate t1aem by explaining the".
in terms of the opposite of what they seemed to say. "rllen a subject told a
story, he supplied an import which was a 'reflection of his motivational pat·

tern. And so, in general, to recognize the two groups

.!l.~

/"f!f' 'fileT~liri(l;/,
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\
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was only necessary to take the imports of the stories at their face value.
Anillustratton oj the foregoing sJatCliJ.ent may perhaps help to clarify it.
Throughout the stories oj tbe high ranking

s~jects

there were many that dealt

with aggression, with depression, etc. On the other hand, in the stories told

by Iou: ra:n..king· subjects tlle'v,:: ::.::ere many involving characters with high ideals,

laudable ambitions, etc. Yet, despite what may at first seem a stumiJlir.g bloc"
to maRing a distinction betUieen the two groups, there was never any real difficulty in this regard. If a high ranking subject told a story 0/ violent aggr8sSimI.

the outcome of the story UPOt, which the import is based was consistently

of a Positive and const1#uctive ftature. For example, a boy might tell a story
of a man who beats and kills his brother in order to steal all of their inller;tance. Almost always, when a high. ranking subject tells a stOTY uitk. such. a
theme, we find that tlul man who harms IUs brother is punished for his crime
or he is so bothered by his gutlt feelings thut he turns himself into the proper
authorities. On the other hand, in stories told by the low ranking subjects, we
Itind the reverse to be true: the rn.an who is guiUy of killing his brother in his

grsedy attempt to have money manages to escape his just punishment, may en~oy

1Jis ill-gotten gain, and suffers ,to remorse for his Ulrcm.g doing.

Tlut fact of such a difference between stories told by high ranking and by
low ranking students, recurring as it

d~s

with great consistency, seems to be

of genuine importance in any interpretation of TAT stories. If an investigator
insists upon enumerating the themes oj the stories rath8r than th8 imports, he
will not get a Significant difference betueetI% the high and the low group. As a
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1't~atter

of fact, it is frequently true that the most violent or aggressive action

may be recounted in stories told by the high ranking subjects and actually told
in a much 'mo're explicit fashion than in the stories told by the lou:; ra,lking sub

"eets. But it is the import of the story !'thich is the key to the tneaning of' the
tory f()t' the storyteller, and it is
teller really thinks

tlfUi

itl

the ifnport that one jitlds what the story-

feels about the action described. laudable or condemna-

ble as it may be.
Since this definite pattern of imports began to shou; itself from tire autet, tile problen"t oj distinguishing betuee)J tile ta;o groups was not for the rldlSt
art a

d~fficult

one. Certainly if the investigator had been satisfied aUk such

Simple discriminatiml tlzere wO'ulti have been little difficulty.
Tile proble,u oj scoring the tests in terms o[ a 4 to 1 scoring system

resented greater d(fficulty. Even in the stories oj the best subjects one is
table to find i1'nports Wllich are not as good as they »tight be, and occasionally
ne rltay find atz import u;hich, if it were the sole basis for evaluating a subject,
'ould place hil1i in the opposite group fro'lll that in which he actually belonged.

ttt it is

in this very diversity of im(Jorts-- the production of sorne poor

im-

orts by good candidates and some good imports by poor candidates mla also
he shades of difference between tUiO iti'lports that ma.y be both positive or both

gative-- that one must look for the graded material with lJ.,hich to bui.lJ adtsifltinating scoring system that is the chief goal of this pilot study.

If the reader will refer to Appendix I, he will see that a great many distile various kind
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absolutely necessary that the differences to be found in these imports be reeog
nized before an adequate scoring system could be hoped jar. A few examples
will show the importance of this kind of careful analysis.
Not infrequently it 'tvas found that subjects from both groups told stories
that involved the necessity of being helped by others. In comparing the stories told by the high group and the

10M;

group, the investigator found that there

was one striking difference in the conditions under which help is introduced in
a story by the high group as compared to the lou; group. In stories by the
high ranking subjects. characters !!!ug'!t help; in the stories of the lou' ranking subjects, the characters assumed a passively dependent attitude and simplj

waited for help to come to them without initiating any positive acticm on their
part to help themselves.
Similarly it was found that prayer or supernatural aid is mentioned in
the stories oj both groups. Both groups also tell of situations that involved
great loss, harm, or threats. But it was cruCial for the discriminative scoring of these stories that the investigator determine what the character in the
~tOt"ies

did when faced with such difficulties or how he employed the various

means at his disposal (e. g., prayer). In the stories of the subjects who were
in the high ranking group, tM characters usually do all that they can to solve
thetr difficuzties or problems while at the same time using prayer as an auxiliary means. They meet threats, loss, or harm in a positive fashion by handli" .
it as best they can.

In the stories of the

10Ui

ranking gYou(J the same passive at

titude was found toward prayer as was found in regard to human aid. Usually
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Ills cluwacter. did little

or Mtlli. lor thBmselvss;

they sitlter waited lor fats

or God 10 get IlIem "magically" out of t1l8ir difficulties. ",lien such external
assistcmce was nol/wllcomlng. they gave up tmd did notlilng.

It was lhus ,. tlte various sltades 0/ attitudes revealed

m tlte

import

of eacll slory IlIat it was possible to achieve the present scmfl/l system.
flllBstitmi",. the degree

By

0/ cOftStructive actitm or altitude mani/esled in tluJ im-

ports, 'IuJ invesllgator was able to discrimifllJte between tile two groups.

A

very I8UbIg point may be made hers wlttch is of particular importance w 118.
uali",. wUh stibjects sucll as ftOfJices or young ,.el;,ioNs. Special care had to
be Ialle" 10 dlstiftpisll between COftStructiVB altitudes which were baclled

up

by getali. emotiOfttlI 10fUI and those attUuUs which superficial', seemed to

"11

coutructive but which were actually merely platitudinous statements wlaich

1u:td no real meani. for 1116 subject who had '/Woduced llasm. Tits recognition
of tilts difference is crucialwun one is dBaling with tlas type of subjects wUh
which tllis iftfJesllgatiOft is concerned. Probably if tile subjects were draWfl

!from anotlter sample llul
s.ome

e~ent.

'/Wesent scori. system would hatJe to be revised to

Though the ge1lllral patte,.,. ought to remain the same. cerlain

imports would 1uJve to be scored lIig1uJr for most olher samples IIIan they are
mills prese'" scoring s,stsm.

""un one is

dealiftg with a group of subjects

wllo arB of hii''' caliber and have been tramed ift supernatural valll8S and habits

lfrom lIarl, cldldhood. one fiftlls that tlte imports whicll they produce may appslI
to be of good palUy at first gltmce OftIy to discover latsr tlleir lac" of emoticnJ.
til depth and tlud tits, are really pious stateme"'s which are accepted by tIN
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iSubject but never actually integrated into his practical motivational pattern.
Since emotions guide the imagination in the production of stories

ttl

the TAT, it

is itz terms of genuine emotional involvement with the meaning oj an import in
a

SffJry that

~ects intlSt

the distinction between the two groups of such highly selected sub-

be made.

AUhough it is impossible to go into detail in this study abou.t the mat-

ter, this distinction between cliches and genuine emotionally toned imports
has a very real meaning for those who are charged with the formation of canlJidates to the religiolls life. The relationship of religious obedience and its effect upan the development of personality on the one hand and the ease with
which it can be used by a candidate to support his own mottvatimJaI inertia on
the other is a problem that deserves serious co,zsideration.

In the storie.s the subjects revealed how they thought about awl reac-

ted emotionally to a given situation. No doubt the external conduct of most of
the subjects in both grm.tps is by all normal standards quite good. But in the
stories, the subjects, without realizing it, spoke jor themselves atld spoke
about their attitudes as the)1 habitually experience them.
It is interesting to note that although some subjects aUempted to write
stO'fies "with tongue in cheek lr it was still possible to handle the stories according to the method of Sequ..enttal Analy!) is. It must be admitted that su.ch
stories told facetiously do present some dijficulty for the investigator because
the jocose manner in which they are told, characteristically ending in a pun,

often makes it difficult to determitze exactly what is the outcome of the story.
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Once, however, the outcome has been established, the analysis can be readily
made.

One

of the important results of the present investigation is, therefore,

the realization that in future studies adolescent subjects should be encouraged
to write stories in a rather serious manner. It is not that facetious stories
are less valid than serious stories, but they are harder to analyze and prove to
be much more time consuming for the examiner.
Another point this investigation has made clear is that to formulate a
sharply discriminating standard for scoring, a great many more stories than
the present four hundred should be studied. In four hundred stories there are
so many different imports that U is inefJitable that some types of imports are
not frequently produced. If a much larger sampling were employed, the investigator would have a much better chance oj securing more samples oj each
~

of imports jound in the scoring system and thus greater validation of each

~coring

'0

import could be secured. It is the intention oj the present investigator

make such a study oj more imports by novices at the extremes bejore com-

'rnencing the research on the study oj the jull range of subjects for which the
present pilot study has been made.
statistical Interf?retatton
After the judges had completed their scoring of the twenty protocols,

'he total rating jor each subject was computed as indicated by tlul scorings of
,ach judge. It was the original intention oj the investigator to calculate a ChiSquare oj these cumulative ratings as compared to the ratings oj the religious
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Sllpe1'tCW. TWs leclmiqlul seems, hou;ev6r, aUogetlaer superjlUOlUl since every
liud,e had no difficulty in determining whetller each of thB subjects wa from tlu
lUg" Of' tile low rated grOU/ls. It is possible jor a subject to attain

120 to 80 inclusit'6 acCOYdi"g to llee scoring system.

No

10Ul

Q

score fr()fJ

ranlli"6 subject ob

tained a score of more than 41, and no high ranking subject attaiJUld a BCors
of uss than 63/rom any of tJut three judges.
~

Titus il can be scum tlurt tllere is

very defifltle discrimination obtainable with thtJ pres'" scori". system.
SiMe, however, tht. Pilot study is concerned ,mid"'y with the, scorifl/l

system, U is of inlerest to e"plo1'e the power of the scoring_ystem 10 dillcr;",
i.te tlfJllr a 'ttJhole ra'll6e of .ujects rat1lsr than witl just tile e"treme. as IuI.t
been done in Ih;" study.

i_te

Obviously, tMII6/t the judges may be able to discrtm'"

between tile extremes, the scoring system would be o/lutle value in an

inf)esttgallcm of tit: total range of subjects

if tbe actual differe'llctl in scores be

tween the e"tremes was not sufficuntly great to allow for the intermediate Bub
IBcts w1ti.ch are found in a total range.
As has been i_icated, tlte tota! range of IJossible scores Is from 20 to
80.

Obvtcmsly, eVBn in tile most perfect scoriftg system, IMre Is bowuJ to be

some ofJsrlapptng of .ubjects' scores in such
sixty sllbjecls

IapfJfM,g

Q

range whe,. tMre are more tlunt

bst. tested. It is also /Wobabl. tlul'there will H Bome over-

.1Ie" tM total ..mber of parttclpati"ll subjects begtns to apprOtlch sid,

in.", fH ".",., Z001l for in this study is a differeace In scores between tlas IItgA
ranlrift(l awl 1M low ranking subjecl. llIsl is su/fici.ntly great 10 admi'
real possibility of workt",. with the intermediate grou.(J also.

0/

tlul

With IAis purpose
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in mind and with a hypothetical mean 0150 lor scores obtained over tits total

range of subjects, the mean and the standard umaticm of tlte extreme groups
was computed.

Tits IOU) ranking subjects' scores had a mean 0131.2 wUA a

SD 016. 33. The Idgh ra1lking subjects' scores had a mean of 10.2 with a SD
of 5. 1. T1asse statistics sellm to indica'il lui tlte present scoring syst.m dtHS
offer promise lor tIN kind of discrtminatton that is desirable when cme is deali . with tlte total range of subjects. Even if cme calculates the difference beltDetnt IJigh and low rtm/ri,.,. scores in terms of a sttlfltltwd deviation

"'OW ,,,.

mea for tlte lrigh rtmlli,.,. subjects and a standard deviation abovll tlas mBan lor
tlte low rtDudng subjBcts, tlulre are still thirty-tlw•• score points open to 1M
intermediate subjects of tlte sample.

Tlud ls, thir'y-tlwee t>oints/or approxi-

mately sixty per cent of the subjlJcts. Since it may be safely assumed that the
stadard deviation of a group o/subjects tlaat lles clossr to t . Wue mean than
dOes an extreme group .ill be much less than the sttmdard deviation of scores

0/ extreme groups,

tile present scoring system seems to offer 6enuiu possi-

bilUies for dealt,.,. with tAe totol range of subjects.

It is also 0/ interest loexami.,.. t1l8 relationship that exists among t1l8
scori",.. of the tlwee jwlges. As has already been pointed
agreed with each other in plactfl/l each

out, 1M, entirely

0/ tile t'wenty subjects i. either tits higll

or the 10fA1 voup. Furthermore, they were all in per/ect agreement wUII th8
rati'Ws given to the subjects by tlteir religious superior. However, as is to be
expected, there was not perfect agreement on the scoring of every story by all
tllr.e

0/ tM judges.
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Judge A and Judge B agreed on scoring 11~ of tke fmw lamdred stories.
Judge A and Judge C agretJd on scoring 17% of tlte stories. Judge B and Judge

C a,reed on

scor~ng

92. 5i of Ihs stories.

There were

110

stories upon which

all t'/wee judges disagreed. In the event that there was a disagreement on tile
scoring of a

story, tits scare used in determining t1l8 total score of a subject

was the score 01 an import agreed upon by two of tIN t/wee judges .
..4n analysis of the imports upon which there was distJff'eement Indicatss
tllat tile disagreement can be attributed to sevsral factors.

Tile primary co.use

01 disagrttement seems to be a lack offamiliarity with the scoring system and
with tlas TAT. JudgelJ B tmd C IJave had more esperitJnce with this type ofaoorJ
and

IJO

they show a high degree of agreement in their scarifl{ls. It is evident

that Judge A misunderstood the scori", Of certain imports and this misunderstanding led to a consistent disagreement wUh the other two judges. It is of
great importmace in using this technique Iltat the judges understand the vtWious
subpoints of tlul scoring system. For e~ample. Judge A failed to distinguish
between aclttevement wldch Is frustrated by fate which receives a score of 1
mtd achievement that is attained tlwOll,ghfate which receives a score of Z. Be-

cause this type oj import

OCClWS frequently

in tM four hundred stories of tltls

investigation, U was inevitable that a judge who did not ma_ this distinction

would disagree frequently wUh t1l8 others' judging of imports in which this par·
ticular factor was involved. By exemdning tM scarif16 system In A""..,u I
'of 1M

tw-••'" wort,

tlul reatler """ fJlJnfy Ills fact IIIat tlUs dtsUracllOfl betwe..

tu:ldeveme'" tlwoug1t fate and acllleveme'" frustrated by fate

WQS

iftdicated to
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the Jud6... Obviously tluJ reco".itiOR
~jsud, is .ssential/or

0/ this distinction, empirically .BUIb-

""or", scorilltl.

Other than a misunderstanding about tile scoring system, the only oth8r
consist.nt error found in tile ratings of the judges seemed to be due to inadvgrtence. Thsre are several illustrations of this type in the scorings 01 tM
~udges.

DespUe

tluJ fact thai a Judge may correctly score an import several

Umes wilen it deals with a certain s",,/1oint of the scoring system, occasionally
he would live it a different and altogetller IIIUIxplmnable scoring that did not go

alo", wttl the scori. wlJicl le had consistently employed. Perhaps these erroys may be attributed 1o faflgue, distraction, or wte. Wilen some 01 tltese ,
aPfHWe"tl, accidental errors wer, discussed with t1l8 Judges, they agreed that
inadvertence

IIIQS

the only expl(JftQUon /or them.

Wilen one considsrs tluJ number of imporls which entered into this study
and the consistency toilh wlUcll they were scored by the three judges, it seems

safe to say that the present scoring system does offer I'Yomise as a device for
dealing with the TAT Sequential Analysis in a quantitative fashion.

Certainly

MICe the misunderstandings on the part 0/ the various Judges concerning tile
nature

0/ a scoring categor, have been worlled out, there is reason to believe

thai a very high correlatton am01lfI judges' ratings can be ac1deved. In terms
of 1M scorings 01 the judges in the lWesent investigation, it may be asserted
that the scoring categories do lend themselves 10 a scoring technique and tllat
with practice and careful attention great accuracy can be obtained by various
Ijudges with them.
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Perlulps, as has already been mentioned, if a greater number of stories
written by the extremes of subjects in a sample were to be stzuiiedand the results were incorporated into the present scoring system, still greater discrimination could be obtained. But even as the scoring system now stands, it does
iSeem to offer great promise for use with a total range of subjects and is an improvement over the simplll plus -minus scoring system that has been used in
various shldtes involving TAT Sequential Analysis up until this time.
Finally, it is of interest to note that although control for intelligence was
disregarded in this experiment the same range of scores for high ranking and
low ranking novices was found. Evidently, as Burkard, McCandlish andSnider
found in their studies, the intelligence of the subjects stzuiied in this experiment was a variable which did not significantly influence the motivational pattern of the candidates.

CHAPTER V
SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSIONS

For centuries religious superiors have attempted to screen candidale~
to the religious life and, both jor tM good oj tlul candidate and the good oj
tile order, to eliminate tlaose persons who seemed to be lIIIBuilllble prospects.
Yet despite tlleir efforls, this screemng process lias not been altogether success",,'. More and more, com/l8tent autlaorities are urgi"6 religious superiors to employ tM skill and jindings of modena psychologists to IuJlp tMm
in tMir tUk. Some have gems so lar as to say that 10 ignore tM kind Of aid
that psyclwlogists ca. give religiOUS sll/ler;,ors would be a sin.
But tM failure to employ psychological tests jor screefling ;urposes
canot be altogether blamed upon religious superiors. It must be admitt"d
that psychologists are also dslinquent ttl tile necessary eqerimentatton and
in.vestigaticm tllat mlUlt precede the introduction 01 such methods illto tlfe operattou 01 a religious order.

To date tltere lu:zve not been man)' studies made

in IlJis area, and those tllat luwe been made have not been n&tably succeSSful.
!About the only psychological test that has slwwn an)' discriminative power is

the lntelli6ence test, and it seems to laave aver)' z;,nlited use. Its pOtlJer todg
criminate is fIOt sufliciently sharp to eliminate

~sirable

e

candidates without

r...m"6 tM lYeat risk 01 losing several promising candidates too, and it is t"...
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porttml to note that its power diminishes as the candidates pass tlwougIJ adolesence so that it is practically useless by the time they enter the senior novitiate or the major seminary.
The present study lias been devoted to an investigation oj tlls

USB

of the

Sequential Analysis oj the TAT as a possible means of achieving the desired

sharp discrimination in this area. Because it has been quite successfully employed in work not unlike the screening of candidates to tlul religious life, it
seemed the most likely tool jor the present study. It has already been shown
that it can be used to discriminate high and low academic achievers, successI and unsuccessful teachers, and delinquent and nondelinquent naval person-

nel.
The present experiment, a pilot study made to develop a scoring 8yStern tut will prove sufficiently sharp so that it may later be employed in a full
rtmge study of candidates to t1l8 religious It/e, luis shown that this goal of ,etting sharp discrimiMting power in a test is possible.

Tile estremes of cantli-

dide. to ths religious life were tested, and an empiric scorm, system was de
veloped on the basis of the kinds of imports produced by tluJ two extremes oj a
sample oj candidates for the reli,ious life. The resullt. scoring system luis
proved to be quite effective in distinguishing varyi!,18 "grees oj constructiveness in motivational patler1l8 and seems to show definite promise for an esba
"ve study in which the whole range of a sample oj novices will be introduced.
The reason wky this scori,., system shows promise is that it not onl,
malles o.slble 'Iur sllar discrimination tllal is tlSctlsatWy in acon. 'lui lotal
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range of a sample but also because it is an objective technique which can be
employed by anyone trained in the use 0/ U. It is not an i1ltuittve /Wocess. The
tJg'Tttttmenl

among tlte judges involved in tile present investigation on the scor-

tng of the extremes of the sample seems to be adequate evidence for thts

as-

sertion.
The results of the present investigation also have practical and significant implications f(JY the religiOUS superiors who have charge of the training
of candidates for the religious life. ..4lthough extensive research of the problem is necessary to tJerify the use of the results of this study in this regard, it
~eems

safe to say that a close analysiS of the types of attitudes produced by 1'118

low and the high ranking candidates offers valuable clues to the kind

0/ empha-

iSiB that should be developed in the training program found in religious houses
'Pf formation.

Even a cursory examinotion of the scoring categories unll show the Im"ortance of tits types of attitudes and lJtIbitual evaluations tluJt must be developed and encouraged and those which ought to be avoided in the traintng of tile
~ture

religious in an order. The necessity of constructive, well integrated at-

~UudeB

that lead to Positive, independent action in meeting practical, every day

~obl."'IIS

and the Qvoidcmce of passive, dependent attitudes in candidates are

textremely important to tile development of a rationale suited to the training of
MfJices.
Furtller psychological analysts of scoring categories slaould /Wovuu re-

"gUJus 8uperiors with the kind of awareness tltat tlley need in training novices.
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TINre ars flUmerous specific clrMIs in the scoring catsgorUls lor itk1Jti/yif16
destrab18 tmd undesirable motivational "atterns.
6t1fdaed and

1/ tMse clues flIere to be or-

made explicit so tllat they could be tncorportJted

''''0 a ,sural plm

[for t1l8 training 0/ novices, tINy would be invaluable as an trill to (Woper religious 1000mation. Suck a scums would give directton to tlas psychological as·

peets

0/ waifllng and would also 4tfItJble the religious .'MfJerlors to uvots more

time to the many otlter positive phases of the job to which they have been as ...
si6'*d.
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APPENDIX 1.
SCORING THE TAT SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS OF NOVICES

Iutructtons: When you are in doubt as to the meantng of an import, check the
sequence and also tlte story from which Ills import was taUn. Do not,
however, change the tfllerpretation of the import of the story as given
in tM protocol. Wun it is flosstble 10 score for different aspects of an
imflOrt, score for tlclaievemsnt first. If tlchievllmeNt is fIOt mentioned,
the" for score for mtOt1ter apsct.
Inj'rBqu,tlfttZy a story may be incomplete and the outcome Is indicated in the following story. I" such cases tlul use of parentheses has
been employed in which case both imports receifNI tlte StIfM score wh.icA
is determi'Md by tlu outcome of tluJ aecoM import in the ser;'es.
It would be of llel" to the investigator if you ",ould not cmly score
tM imports relative to tile 4 to 1 clQllsification but if you would also indicate the apprOlWtale 14tt8r untlsr llul numsrictzl scoring that would ide..
tilY t1ul subheading that is being used. The use of this device is left, how
ever, to your discretttm; t>erhaps you will only want to 1IS8 it when you
believe that it will clarl./'Y your scoring.
~coring 4

!!!!!! Imparl: OutgOing, well-intentioned, prudent action.

A.

Aclauvement because of supernatural or ethical motives, own effort,
initlatlve, virtue, definite goal or definite means, accepting own
limitations, realistic adaptation, positive action with the help
0/ others when one has done all that 1ae can do.

B.

'Work brings enjoyment.

C. Failure!!! achievement .2! work because of a lac" 01 1M above (WIder A chtevement), because 0/ impulsive or imprudent actton, or
because of ill-intentioned action.
D.

I:!!.!!, llarm, dcrntler, tlar,at overcome by positive action (see AchtlfJe
ment above) or sUJfered in a positive way, avoided if it cannot
possibly be overcome. In the lace Of great mis/ort""" which
cmmat be overcome (e. g. t.:.i death of a loved one), one prays
52
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but also Indicate. that he will carr, em.
E. Good "elations"il!s by oragol", action, by good will, good lellowshiP,
- good humor, accepU,., ()Ite'. DIM li.ttatiONS, "eststi,.,. "mlJtation, avoid;. tW escaping bad influence or com/Hllliou.

F. Failure b, tllB reverse 01 tlte above (lmder Good Relatiou,"ps).

t.

G. Reve. . ttl reJecied

or repe. .d accomfHmied by positive action, do-

sometlWtg about U. It is fUlcessary to dlsti",,,, between
reve.e whic'" seems to Im," ,elti. eve. or payhtg a persent
baci i.lllnd and tnmiBh1M1ll lor WY0ft6 dol,.,. Rev. . . usuall,
seems to Im,'y lalli. tM law into one's DIM Iumds. NON tlul
lollowl"l1 tJxa.ples:
RtJvtm(e:
A mall shoots another man lor lrilUng his wife.
Abo, luwms llis tsacher bectlflSe she glJfJ_ him II low g'YilIU.
Plm.isl&mcnl:

A motller sfHmks her sent lor tlnlltJr'f16 witlt I18r sewing mocldu 80 Iltat it no ItnI6er rtmB.
A YomII'man who lias be... uaftltthful to lli8 Wife ttl not /Mr·
mUted to lIiss ller; titus IuIr displeaure is evident to him.
A woma1etts I18r ltuslHmd in the nose because lie lias bee.

_Iaitliftil to her.
H. uljtimGts ••Jolmelll

ts eflf'Ud.

1. Excessive tnljoyment or maId",. enjoy,,"'" tile primary gOGl results iJJ
lailure, tnmiBhment by late, by tlte law, or by another.

J.

'WrO!lf dot,., 1!. ptmiBlwd (even tlaough 1M doer may not how tllat wluU
". lias dOtUl ts wrong).

K. Excesstve/ear lsflll8 10 destruction.
L. Fears Prove grOltlldlsss Ikr0U6" l'osilivII action 0/ the mee who i& tlfrtlid.
~cor~ -t!! !! Ime ort:

Well-inlent'tnNd, Prude., posmve !!!.t !!!!!!

e.stve•

A. AcAlevem8ttl by ,aRt",. tllouglll "atlre" than ac"",, seeltbw (by dot.
somet,". acU"e) adfllce
tlJt.m dot. one'. 0If1R ,lttdlfl6•
• 'e,..1 re.ar4 ;. slJue 01 ONe'. #Wes.fIIlall...es,by actt.
s.e.t. leellJ from olu"s. I. stn'e 01 vfI6U 'HIs or me. .

"at"'r

aft."

by M1tsld.. by fH,ISsive virtue (e. g•• /HIIisnce) 1I1Mn action ts
called for, by [Woml8i'W to do better in tlul jidure, by!Waysr,
by fate, by c1umci. Success thtzt is eventfUlll, e"joyed because
one WQS forced to do something wlaich M /inally uarud to Ulle.

m

B. Fallaw.
achievement by the reverse 0111&e above. Fail.,.e itS acllUlvemsnt tlw0U6h careless.Bs. dls,.roportUnlllte f*tIisllment
or fHS/or act. . '""olved.

c.

~,

_m, dpler, t#Weat (lcceflted willa resiptJliOfi and lJope (flO
de/We.siOfl); fears are u.nf0un4l1d but not discovtlrlld so by positive action (lluJy rtJlUJt tWe,." so"); cOUfltered by forced acttort,
avoided rallter than overcome with positive actioa wluJn tlul twoblem is relatively _important and does not mvolvtl resl>ouibil-

tty.
Worry about ftdure lOllS or harm despite presrAt success.
DeciBion against dilspair without p08Uiv#I action indicated.
D.

Good rel4Jti0fJ8hies because others cooperate, del>e1lllt."1Hm areotur
to talle the t.nUUIt've or even mtmefltltlri. tllat flerson to ,et IJim
to tde 'Iw initiative because of ou'a cnma slayness. Be/Ulli. to
do aometldftg "",'mt>orttml (fIOt tJIVolvIfW reaflonstbility) out of
fear of 1I111at otlNrs mill'" lhinll.
RtlfusinK to betray a frUmd JUho has tlou 80me ",tflOr WYOfI6 Old

01 "loyalty" to Iud fler80ft.
E. Revege is frtlStraled
".,.shed.

or I>&miBhed or succeeds at fira' tJfId is

,1JtI"

F. Legitimate enio!me'" is too i"'e",e under the circumstances but ts
not '''0fI61tt of as tl (Jrimary goal; enjoyed freely tllough nol evident'yetznNd.

G. Il'-inttmtitmed action is siml>'y reflent.d (1tI"1und int.nse remoyse or
piU; lDilluna tnmishme"'j wUJund restUldion).

corDwl. .!l! .!! Import: Motivated from outside. motivated ~ .,ative emotion
A. AcllUvement b4lctlM8e 01 wantt. 10 fI"-ase ot1l4lrs, Iur'fled or advised
by oIlUirs, IIHIItl./or aROI"'r's atJIWoval or ilermlsBlon lor doBfIm4thlff6 0ft8 luis the right to do, ltIanti"6lame or recognitlo,., 1ft s(JiIe 0/ vtIfW goals Of" nultJftS. by wisld.. by (Jas.'ve
vlr'- (e.6. lHllience) , !Womist. lotio Nltsr I" lu jidure, by
[Wayer alou, by faU, by clumce. Last mt""'e refJSntence gives

t,..
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ete"nal rBwa"d. Feeling sel/satisfied because one belcmgs to an
achieving group aUhough 110 effort on one's own Pat" is indicated
One shows app"oval oj anotM"'s achievements without indicati,..
Positive action lot' himself.
B.

Fatlu"e i!! ac'devsment because otluJ"s do not hslp, advise, cooperate, dUll to tmlWoidable ci"cumstances, byaccttknt.

C. Suece.lll!. spite.!!l vape ((J(JZs !!:. metmS, by wisldng, by passive
vi"ew (e. g. patience) when action is called Jor, by p"omising
to do better, by prayer, by Jate, by clumce.
D.

Good "elattonships !!.!!! otlul"s from negative motives, lear 0/ p.m1811ment, fear of dtmger, Jear oj losi",. love, feat' oj losing tile
esteem of others.

E.

Loss, haYm, dmwer. tlweat accepted passively UlIu"e positive action is />OBaLf, overcome through tlu eff",.ts of otlle". alou
wtthout the pe"SOft himself doing anything, solved by fate without any positive action, compensated for by othe"s without a
person doiH{Jpositive action, faced wUh soduss, wUh resignatton, solved by the passage of time or jllSt clear up on thetr 0_

F. 11l-'nlentiOfltld action 'has indecisive outcome:

to whethe" to yield to temptation tw not.

one is still1aesitant as

G. Ill-intentioned action (068 Practicalll rm(nmished or is treated pla-

titudinousl, or in a routine mamasr involving "Bternal damnatimi
as a cliche: Ill-intentioned action is pr.misltsd in an extreme
manner that is all out of p,-oportion to 1M offense.
H. Platitudes, ""lee It,., obse"vatiOll8, "philosophic tlt.outlrls" concerne. g., God and His beaut" etc. witlwut any positive action
indicated, inspiration that leads to action without genuirae emotional tone. (The emotional tone may be judged by tits otMr
imports in tM series and tM geMral mallJ'lSr in wldch the st",.;
Of'storus luwe betJ" writte".)

i""

~ctwing 1. !! an lmpo"t:

Constructive action prevented !l _(ative emoticm,

avoided,~trustrated.

A. Sl4Ccess!!:. achievement '.augh magic tw highly unlikely means (dist,,,,,,,isla ktUleeft magic or highly unltkely meaftS and rat'e but
perfectly possible metmS, e. g. praye" in 2 abOfJe).

B. Active effort results in failure, giving ui', frustrated by ot""rs, by
God, by fate, tlfJolded because Of la.iuss or difficulty, ends in
despair if rmsuccess/ul or hl.wm[1lI, good fH/Jop18 sulfsr along wit
bad people wilen the emphasis of the story is on the good psople.

C. Bad relaticmsldPs lead 10 no rtlal twoblems, luwmle.s resldts, even
success. One refusBs to take res/H>nsibiIU, because of what
otlNrtl migllt think of hIm. Refusal to btlIYay evil comPanions
who 1&fJve done serious wrong.
D.

Etlca/HI from res/JOtUJibilittes, difficulties, or legitimate ptmiskment
is tluccessjul.

E. lItwm, loss, danger, thrsat lead to impulsive or .sperGlII actioNs,
preveflt action Gltogtlther, end in despair, retlult tn destruction,
result in altogetiNY unlikely meaftB tlult overcomes tMm. Are
the res",lt of ltarmless action, caused by superftlJtural motivation, reBullt. from vtrluou.s action, resulting from legitimate
pleasrwe.
F.

Lelf,ttmate pleasure bri,.,s III.rTm.

G. 11'-iJlterdioud actton is approved or gOBS Bcot free, successfld escape from lsgtttmale authority or ot_r consefllSfIt diffiCilltitls.
Not carried out because fat8 or otur accldental circumstances
0" actions oj otms malls It IlfUNcessary. 18 !,"ed up by a
deathbed repefltence. Evil doing "smains a ""stsr, (thus no
puni.skment C0m8t1 to the evil doer).

APPENDIX II.
SCORING OF A PROFILE OF A
BlGH RANKING SUBJECT
1"~eorls:

Scorig:

4a

1. Tlaough. OJN'S work is hard at firsl. eve1llual'y one ftflfltJ lhalluJ
cn accomplish muclt more llIara lie tlacnlgltt lui could OfJCe Ite puis
'tlmself to lite task,

z.

tIftfl ou Is tUways ~ou to make progress MIl apply Id"..tllf
ratller thIM be sattsfNd with tlll,.,.s as tlul, are,

3a

3. but one sbld be tJU1are of II tendency to be curious about
that do not concer" him or otherwise trO'UbIe Ctm result,

3e

4. and ou should fIOt yield to reve.e out of jealDIIBY and res""ment of tnfldel"y bectJUSfl, if lie does, all will end ift trfl/ledy,

411

5. ttcW.1IouZd _ allow IIts i""'6U1t1tioft to maIN IIlm ",.".ces.arlly
fearful and ct'IUe false alarms and maIle htm the ob~ct oj laughter.

Ze

6. 0... who is tHail and Iftflul.e'" Ctlfl solve his di/ficuUy by .impl,
llstenl",. to the advice of ao'IIBr which is offered to him,

4j

1. but OIlS wlto does CI favor for tmOtur 110 thllt IN may contimle to
tIIIuI advtmtt.we of or eNllIoU a wealmesll Of tltat person wal.JIIl ift
mia/OTttmB HCtJUSe o/Iuul fate.

4j

8. GulU of 1tarm dOffS "",",cessarlly to tmOt1ter ift order 10 1IV01d
bei. GMOyed by tllst person results ift nulnltzl der-.e".."',

4e

9. for 1I1""'.ss is bIBssea while selflslmess wll8ft indulged resul"

tAi"ll~

ift a loss,
10. fOT 0tUI who rejuses to be tied down to respoutbil"y will lose
out in tile rntl.
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ImfJorts:

Scoring:

4d

11. Those who fight hurd lor what is right when the odds are against them can hold out valiantl, unlilluJlp comes,

4i

12. but 01N with a repugnant disposition and morbid inlerestswill
be destroyed by Ids peculio.r manner and tastes,

41

13. whereas, if one pievss over the loss 01 a jriBJIIl who was not
much lOod, Iur is like I, to suffer a similar fate.

3c

14. One can trut up witla the big tlaings that are difficult, but it is
the little things tlaat cause him to give up one job and try another,

41

15.

but one's singleminde_ss ean lead to disaster lor him.

41

16.

Everywhere there aye obstacles to those /Nho prey on others,

4d

11. but a good man who works liard can overcome . ..peeted difliPUlly through his
i"8enuity •

41

0"

18. II

t:me lias

an abnormal Iulbi', it can cause him to

COflUl

to a

tragic end,
41

19. and only one who loob upon happiness as a mcmster to be re ..
jtJcted will try to avoid friendship and so he will be without con/i ..
dence and hope,

4i

20. ad it is llul one wllO without Q goal seek. IuJptliness in sirajul
pleasure who eventWll'y ends in despair and destroys himself.

Total score for high rtmlttll6 eaw:lldate: 15
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SCORING OF A PROTOCOL OF A
LOU: RANKING SUBJECT
Scori!(:

2a

Imports:

1. One will do something and succeed once a person wllom he Ulles
offers advice and cOflVinces him to do tt,

3e

2. and one ca. do wltat lie wants to do once those wlto oppose him
destroy themselves.

24

3. One can hsll> his peopu by daring to conceal information from
the enemy and tlten, wluln they are liberated, they wtll give him
hOftOJ's out of proportion to wllat lie has dons.

18

4. when one is trlWered by the conduct of another and is unab18 to
punish that person, lie will !rill himself,

le

S. 0'1' one may be made half crazy and pa'Yalyzed by fear and so
he drops dead.

2a

6. o,w may 'Yeform when he SBes that advice offered by another is
rjght •

19

7.

Ib

8. but, if one CQ1UUJt succeed in what he wants to do tmd loses
sleep oveT it, he u;tll die; another like him will try and will suc-

but one can get revenge when his oun identity is not suspected,

ceed later

on.

Those who are not satisfied with others can band together, mad
by just sticking togetluJr tlley can succeed tn thei'Y endeavors,

Zc

9.

le

10. or one can make elaborate arrangements just to provide an
Oi>P01'tumty to upset others who are not making any attempts to
bother him.

la

11. One in difficulty can attract another's attention and thus be
saved,

1b

12. but one who expe'Yiments on anotMr and jails will never forgive himself (although that persofl recovers) and so lie gives up tntd
"stroys himself (although he was doing work proper to his /ield
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oj activity),
2g

Ie

13. and, if 01UJ is self-indulgent, fate will punish him severely in
an altogetlNJr dislWoporttonatB way.
14.

has

liMn one is left wUh nothing but dreams of a loved one wko

gone, thdre is nothing left but self-destruction.

Ons'. jears of an inllertted wealmsS8

can be allayed by magic,

le

15.

2h

16. but one feels that lie can accomplish his goal some way or
other for he has learned the truth of this from a platitude.

2a

17.

t,.,

WlIsn4WSY one's imagination contYols him, he dreams of bead"dred, but then another will tali to iii". fJfId stratgltten him

0lIl,

Ig

may c01f/orm to the demands of superiors out
of fear, rme eventually succeeds by engagint in what tltey have

18. but, though

01&8

denied htm-- the satisfaction Of his indulgence.
Ib

19. One imagines 80mstlU"" that he has plmmed and tlua will be
;lBasanl, but he is destroyed in his attempt to attain U

211

20. but, thONgh one's imagination and dreamt. ma, cause one to
e_anger himself, a sU/1erior can CQfM to him and straiglden him
Old.

Total score for low ranking subject: 29
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